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STEPHEN E. HARDING

ABSTRACT

This article provides,a pointer for the non-specialist to the various hydrodynamic
methodologies available for the characterisation of the size, conformaiion in dilute
solution and interaction properties of proteins. The virtue of combining data from
different techniques is stressed, particularly in connection with conformation analysis
and its associated uniqueness and hydration problems.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrodynamics provides the protein scientist with a powerful array of methodolo_
gies for investigating the mass, conformation, and interaction properties of proteins
in solution conditions-conditions in which they largely function in vivo. These
methods can also provide an important supporting role to the so-called.,high-reso-
lution" structural probes ofX-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance.
In the case of nuclear magnetic resonance, bicause of the high Joncentrations of
mass/volume required to give satisfactory spectra, simple seJimentation velocity
or equilibrium runs in the analytical ultracentrifuge can provide vital checks against
any self-association behavior that can give rise to misinterpretation of the chemical
shift or related spectra. Hydrodynamic methods are generally rapid and nondestruc-
tive: these particular features have not escaped the notice of peopte such as
molecular biologists, who often have only very small amounts of material available,
They can provide early "low-resolution" 

information on a macromolecular struc_
ture prior to detailed crystallographic or high-resolution nuclear magnetic reso_
nance analysis' or conversely, they can provide the finishing touchel refining a
crystallographic model to account for dilute solution behaviorl especially in terms
of intermolecular interaction phenomena (Schachman, l9g9). The delicate intra_
molecular relationships between subunits of a multienzyme complex can also be
explored. In work now almost considered classical, H. K. Schachman and cowork-
ers (Schachman et al, 1984) showed, using a combination of high-precision
analytical ultracentrifuge measurements with the tools of molecular biology (pro-
duction of point mutants) how such interactions in aspartate transcarbamoylase
produce powerful allostery.

There have been many classic reviews on the application of hydrodynamic
protes' Despite its age, c. Tanford's book (196r) is still regarded by many as the
authority on the subject, although the subject has advanced Jonsiaerauty since that
time particularly in terms of molecular weight and molecular weight iirt ibution
analysis, analysis of interaction parameters, and hydrodynamic conflrmation mod-
elling (tri-axial ellipsoids, bead models, flexible particle analysis, etc.). The purpose
of this article is thus to attempt to indicate rorn" Lf th" ,.late i990's" siate-of-the-art
of hydrodynamic methodology for the investigation of macromolecular conforma-
tion in dilute solution. This article, with the gineral protein scientist in mind, will
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not give a comprehensive review of the theory, experimentation, and applications
of all hydrodynamic methodologies, but aims to provide a pointer to the various
methodologies, and for each of the two classes of hydrodynamic measurement-
mass and shape analysis-it will focus on certain techniques in more detail than
others (this is merely a result of the particular expertise of the author). For example,
for mass analysis, we focus on gel filtration and size exclusion chromatography
(including on-line coupling with multiangle laser light scattering), dynamic light
scattering, sedimentation velocity, and sedimentation equilibrium in the analytical
ultracentrifuge. For shape measurement, we focus on sedimentation velocity and
dynamic light scattering again, together with intrinsic viscosity, steady-state fluo-
rescence depolarization, and the use of concentration dependence parameters,
combined shape functions, and the radius of gyration. The treatment given here is
by no means comprehensive, but certain key follow-up references will be given.

HYDRODYNAMTC TECHN TQUES

By "hydrodynamic" (Greek for "water-movement") techniques, we mean any
technique involving motion of a macromolecule with, or relative to, the aqueous
solvent in which it is dissolved or suspended. This therefore includes not only gel
filtration and size-exclusion chromatography, viscometry, sedimentation (velocity
and equilibrium), and rotational diffusion probes (fluorescence anisotropy depo-
larization and electric-optical methods) but also "classical" and "dynamic" light
scattering that both (even "classical") derive from the relative motions of the
(macromolecular) solute in relation to the solvent. Although this definition techni-
cally also includes electrophoretic methods, these will not be considered here. Let
it suffice to say here however that electrophoretic methods, besides being powerful
tools for separation, purification, and identification of proteins, can also, with
"SDS" methodology, be used to provide an estimate of polypeptide molecular
weight. Careful use ofcross-linking agents can also give an indication ofquaternary
structure, although correct application of other hydrodynamic methods give a more
precise picture.

This article therefore considers the hydrodynamic determination of molecular
weight, or "molar mass", and quaternary structure (subunit composition and
arrangement, self-association phenomena, and polydispersity). We will also con-
sider the measurement of protein conformation in dilute solution.

MOLAR MASS (MOLECULAR WEICHT) AND QUATERNARY
STRUCTURE

For an unglycosylated polypeptide, a value to +l g/mol can be obtained from
sequence information or from mass spectrometry . A similar precision cannot be
obtained for glycosylated proteins because of polydispersity deriving from the
variability of a cell's glycosylation process. Many proteins-and glycoproteins-
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contain more than one noncovalently linked protein chain, particularly at higher
concentrations, and important roles of hydrodynamic methods for mass analysis in
protein chemistry are to give the molar mass of the "intact" or "quaternary" structure
and to provide an idea of the strength of binding of these noncovalent entities
through measurement of association constants.

Cel Filtration and Size Exclusion Chromatography

The simplest hydrodynamic method for measuring molar mass is gel filtration
(Ackers, 1975), commonly referred to as "gel permeation chromatography" or now"size exclusion chromatography" since the chemical intertness of the separation
medium is assumed. This was originally conceived as a method for the separation
and purification of macromolecules but has developed over the years in its .,cali-

brated" form as a very popular method for measuring protein molar masses both in
native and dissociative conditions.

The separation medium of this method is a crosslinked gel. Traditionally, this has
been made by using cross-linked polysaccharide or polyacrylamide beads and
allowing them to swell in water; this is then packed into a glass or metal walled
column, which is then equilibrated with the buffer in which the macromolecules to
be separated are dissolved. Control of the degree of crosslinking will dictate the
separation range of the gel: looser gels will separate larger molecules. proper
packing of columns requires some skill, and the user manuals as supplied by the
commercial manufacturers are usually very comprehensive. The availability of
prepacked, metal-walled columns for use in so-called "high-pressure" or "high-per-

formance liquid chromatography" (HPLC) with positive pressure applied upstream
of the column to accelerate the separation process makes the measurement particu-
larly attractive for protein chemists.

Gel frltration or size exclusion chromatography depends on the principle that
some of the space inside the gel particle is available to smaller molecules but
unavailable to larger molecules that are excluded. Thus, when a solution is applied
to the top of a properly packed gel column, only the dead space between gel particles
is available to the excluded molecules, which therefore come off first when"elution" is commenced (addition of the buffer at a continuous rate, or equivalently
with HPLC, injection of the solution into an already continuously running buffer
system). The excluded molecules-the larger molecules-will thus have a smaller
elution volume, V", and will elute first from the column. Smaller macromolecules.
having progressively more and more space available to them as molar mass
decreases, are accordingly eluted only at higher values of \. 

"Biggest come off the
column first" is the rule of thumb for size exclusion chromatography. The separation
is sometimes given in terms of the partition coefficient, K"u as defined by

V"=Vo+Kn" (V , -Vo ) ( l )
where vo and v, are the void volume and total volume of the column, respectively,
determined from separate elutions using solute species having partition coeffrcients
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of 0 (totally excluded) and l (non-excluded), respectively. Elution of proteins as
they emerge from the column is monitored by the use of a spectropholmeter set
for either 280 nm in the uv (trp and tyr residue absorption) or thetore sensitive
far-uv (210-230 nm-peptide bond), provided the buffer is reasonably transparent
in the selected region. Reagents like ATB azide, and so forth in buffers can cause
serious problems for detection by causing an effective uv blackout. In these cases,
use of a differential refractometer instead of a spectrophotometer is appropriate.
Highly sensitive differential refractometers are now available, which are now
arguably more preferable generally as the detection method of choice. The broad_
ness of a peak eluting from a column does not necessarily mean the component is
polydisperse: it more probably is a likely result of diffusion effects.

Empirically, the volume at which a protein erutes v" and its molar mass M are
related by the logarithmic expression (Ackers, lglis)

% = A-g log,oM e)
where A and B are properties of the column. This equation is valid over the
fractionation range of the gel and forms the basis of caribiated gel chromatography
(Ackers, 1975): To obtain the molar mass of a protein molecule or mixture of
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running differing gel columns in series, a practice comlnon with HPLC systems

because of the much shorter elution times.
Equation 1 assumes the fractionation is based on the size-exclusion principle

alone. Separation mechanisms not governed by the size of the molecules will tend

to decouple the molecular size-migration velocity relation and the experimental

elution profile will not reflect differences in size (Barth, 1980). Equation 1, which

fails also outside the fractionation range of the gel, works only for molecules of

similar shape and conformation. Thus calibration using globular protein standards

would be inappropriate for fibrinogen and muscle proteins like myosin and titin
(asymmetric) and also heavily glycosylated glycoproteins.

The theory behind equation 1 is not rigorous, but for globular proteins at least it

seems to represent the data very well. For linear macromolecules of limited

stiffness, there appears to be growing acceptance that the separation is more a

logarithmic function of the hydrodynamic volume of a macromolecule (=M'[n]

where [r1] is the intrinsic viscosity) and its conesponding hydrodynamic or "effec-

tive" radius r", culminating in a proposal for a "universal calibration" (Dubin and

Principi, 1989). This may be more appropriate for proteins in denaturing solvents

such as proteins in the presence of mercaptoethanol (disulfide bond breaker) and

6M GuHCI; for these substances, wider pore gels (e.g., sepharose) are a more

appropriate separation medium.

These calibration problems can be avoided completely by coupling an absolute

molar mass detector (a light scattering photometer) downstream from the column
(Wyatt, 1992). This coupling, called "SEC/IvIALLS;' is particularly valuable for

the characterization of polydisperse heavily glycosylated protein systems such as

mucus glycoproteins since it provides the elution volume to weight-average molar

mass relationship without recourse to calibration standards (Figure lb) and also

provides the molar mass, or for a heterogeneous system, the molar mass distribution
(Figure lc) and its associated molar mass averages (number average, Mn, weight

average, M*, and z-average, Mr). The coupled light scattering and refractive index

detectors are so sensitive that only low concentrations are required and problems

through thermodynamic nonideality are usually negligible.

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

Although the light scattering photometer described in the SEC/IvIALLS applica-

tion above (often described as "static" light scattering) is not thought of as a classical
"hydrodynamic" probe (although technically it is derived from motions of macro-

molecules relative to solvent), the technique of dynamic light scattering has without

doubt a firm hydrodynamic basis and now appears to be the method of choice for

the measurement of translational diffusion coefficients. In addition, via an approxi-
mation or by combination with sedimentation measurements, (see below) this

method also provides an estimate for the molar mass. The appearance of simple-

to-use, fixed- angle (90') dynamic light scattering photometers has made dynamic
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light scattering an increasingly popular tool amongst protein chemists. After certain

assumptions and approximations, largely involving an assumed spherical shape,

surprisingly reliable estimates for the molar mass of globular proteins have been

obtained (Claes et al., 1992). When used in isolation, this method for molar mass

measurement is, like gel filtration, a relative one, requiring a calibration using

standard proteins of known molar mass. For asymmetric proteins like fibrinogen

and myosin, the single-angle approximation fails, but extraction of molar mass and

related parameters is still possible if multiangle instruments are used and the

primary parameter, which comes from dynamic light scattering measurements, the

translational diffusion coefhcient D (cm2 s-l;, is combined with results from

sedimentation analysis in the analytical ultracentrifuge (see below).
For a recent comprehensive treatment of the technique, the reader is referred to

Brown's book (1995), and for a more introductory text, Schmitz (1990) and an

article by Johnson (1984). Although the theory is complex, theprinciple of dynarnic

light scattering experiments is simple and is based on the high intensity, monochro-

maticity, collimation, and coherence of laser light. Laser light is directed onto a

protein solution in a controlled temperature bath, and the intensity at either a single

or multiple angles recorded using a photomultiplier/photodetector system. The

Figure 2. Dynamic light scattering. (a) Experimental set-up. (b) Normalized autocor-
relajion decay plot for the protein assemblypynein (in 40 mM NaCl) D!0,*= 1.1 x
1O- ' cm '  s - ' ;M( f romequa t i on l0 )  =2 .5x10"8 /mo l  (adap ted f romWel l se ta l . ,  1990 )
(c)"MHKS" double-logarithmic calibration plot of rn versus M : (1) thyroglobulin; (2)

apoferrit in; (3) lgC; (4) yeast alcohol dehydrogenase; (5) hexokinase; (6) amyloglu-
cosidase; (7) horse alcohol dehydrogenase; (8) transferrin; (9) bovine serum albumin;
(10) hemoglobin; ( ' l  ' l  ) hexokinase subuniU (12) ovalbumin; ( ' l  3) carbonic anhydrase;
(14) chymotrypsinogen; (15) myoglobin; (16) lysozyme; (1 7) ribonuclease A. Repro-
duced with permission from Claes et al. (1992).

(a)
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intensities recorded will fluctuate with time because of Brownian diffusive motions

of the macromolecules; this movement causes a "Doppler" type of wavelength

broadening of the otherwise monochromatic light incident on the protein molecules

and the beating between waves of different but similar wavelength causes the

intensity fluctuation. How rapid the intensity fluctuates (ns-ps time intervals)
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depends on the mobility or diffusivity of the protein molecules. A purpose-built
computer called an autocorrelator, as indicated by its name, "correlates" or inter-
prets these fluctuations. It does this by evaluating a "normalized intensity autocor-
relation function,"^g(2), as a function of "delay time", ..T (ms-ps)". The decay of
the correlation, g(2\r), as a function of T , averaged over longer time intervals
(usually = minutes) can then be used, by an interfaced pc (or the equivalent) to
obtain D. (Larger and/or asymmetric particles that move more sluggishly will have
slower intensity fluctuations, slower decay of g(2) (t) with t, and hence smaller D
values compared to smaller and./or more globular particles). The delay time r is
itself the product of the "channel number" b (taking on all integral values between
I and 64 or up to 128 or 256 depending on how expensive the correlator is) with a
user-set "sample time", r,, (typically - 100 ns for a rapidly diffusing low molar mass
[M - 20000 g/mol] enzyme, and increasing up to around milliseconds for mi-
crobes). In the past, T. was selected by trial and error, but now modern data-capture
software usually does this automatically.

For spherical particles, a single term exponential describes the decay of f with
t .

, tz)g)- l  =s-Dk2r (3)

where k is the Bragg wave vector whose magnitude is defined by

I = {4nnl}.} sin (0/2) (4)

and where n is the refractive index of the medium, 0 is the scattering angle, and .1,
(cm) is the wavelength of the incident light. Equation 3 can be reasonably applied
to quasispherical particles like globular proteins or spheroidal protein assemblies
(Figure 2b).

Fixed-Angle (90') DLS Photometer

For globular proteins and spheroidal assemblies, application of equation 3 at only
a single fixed angle is usually sufficient. Low angles are usually avoided because
they magnify problems due to any contamination with dust or other supramolecular
particles and thus an angle of 90' is normally used. For a given laser power at a
given protein concentration, the smaller the protein the lower the intensity of
scattered light and hence the longer the averaging required to give a sufficient signal.
A commercial instrument is available based on this single fixed angle principle
(claes et al., 1992). To obtain molar mass information from D, a calibration curve
of log D versus log M is produced (this is known as an "MHKS" 

{Mark-Houwink-
Kuhn-Sakurada) relation; for example, see Harding, 1995) based on globular
protein standards, and the approximation is made that this relation holds for the
protein whose molar mass is being sought. Figure 2c shows such a calibration plot
(The D values have been converted to hydrodynamic radius values, see below).
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Other approximations and practical requirements with the operation of this type

of fixed-angle instrument have to be made:

1. Solutions have to be as free as possible from dust and supramolecular

aggegates. This requirement is met by injection of the sample into the (scrupulously

clean) scattering cell via a millipore filter(s) of appropriate size (0.1-0.45 pm).

2. The diffrrsion coefficient is a sensitive function of temperature and the

viscosity ofthe solvent (also sensitive to temperature) and the log D versus log M

relationship must correspond to the same temperature.

3. The diffusion coefficient measured at a single concentration is an apparent

one, D".^, because of nonideality effects (finite volume and charge). These effects

becomJ'vanishingly small as the concentration c-+0' The approximation which is

usually reasonable for proteins, is made that Duoo = D or that nonideality effects are

the same as for the calibration standards.

Despite these approximations, diffusion coefftcients and molar masses obtained

in this way with these fixed-angle instruments have been remarkably reliable. For

nonglobular proteins, however both the log D versus log M calibration becomes

invaiid and also equation 3 no longer applies: an instrument with a multiangle

facility must then be resorted to.

Mu lti angl e I nstru ments

Measurements using multiangle equipment are more time-consuming and the

instrumentation larger and more expensive. Data analysis is also more complicated'

Equation 3 no longer applies largely because of the added complication ofrotational

diffusion effects. These effects vanish however as the scattering angle 0 -+ 0' It is

therefore possible to use equation 3 in terms of an apparent diffusion coefficient

D^-- with contributions from both concentration and totational diffusion affects'

O"ll ir measured at several angles and extrapolated back to zero angle to give D if

coilentration effects are negligible. However, ifconcentration dependence affects

are suspected, then a double extrapolation can be performed on the same plot (called

a"DynarnicZimm plot") of Duoo (or the equivalent autocorrelation function) to zero

angle and zero concentration (burchard, 1992). The common intercept gives the
"iJeaf ' (in a thermodynamic sense) diffusion coefficient, D0. Because this quantity

is not only an intrinsic property ofthe protein but also ofthe viscosity q(poise) and

temperature T (K) of the buffer, it has to be corrected to standard conditions

(viscosity of pure water at2o "C, 
4zo,*) either before or after the extrapolation (van

Holde, 1985) as shown in the following.

D3o.* = Do'{n/nr,*}' {T1293'l5l

The size of a protein, as represented by its equivalent hydrodynamic radius r", is

related to D!0,* by the Stokes equation according to the relation

(s)

rn = knT/(6nr1zo,*D%,* ) (6)
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where k" is Boltzmann's constant. To obtain an absolute measure of molar mass,

M, of aprotein from Doro,* without assumptions concerning the shape of the protein

requires combination with the sedimentation coefficient from the analytical ul-

tracentrifuge, as described below. Some modern software attempts to evaluate M

directly from the diffusion coefficient; this should be treated with some caution.

For multiangle measurements, preferences vary in terms of the type of cuvets

used. Square cuvets are optically more reliable, but cell corners obviously prohibit

some scattering angles. Cylindrical cuvets, if used, should be of the wide diameter

type (>2 cm) to avoid internal and stray reflections. Scrupulous attention to sample

and cuvet clarity is mandatory, particularly for macromolecules of M<100000

g/mol, which give low scattering signals, and also if low angles are employed where

the effects of supramolecular contaminants are at their maximum: special cuvet

hlling anangements are used for clarification purposes (Sanders and Cannell,

1980). The angular extrapolation of Duoo can provide an estimate for the rotational

diffusion coeffrcient, albeit to a lower precision than conventional methods (fluo-

rescence depolarization, electric birefringence). If the protein is polydisperse or

self-associating, the logarithmic plot of the type shown in Figure 2b will tend to be

curved, and the corresponding diffusion coefficient will be a z-average (Pusey,

197 4)The spread of diffusion coefficients is indicated by a parameter known as the
"Polydispersity Factor" (Pusey, 1974), which most software packages evaluate.

Various computer packages are available from the commercial manufacturer for

data capture and evaluation. In our laboratory, we prefer to capture the data in ASCII

format using the data capture software of the commercial manufacturer and then to

use our own in-house routine "PROTEPS" (Harding et al., 1997) or the evaluation

of diffusion coefficients and polydispersity factors. More advanced routines are

available, including "CONTIN", which was designed for the study of heterogene-

ous systems by going beyond the use of polydispersity factors and inverting the

autocorrelation data directly to give distributions of particle size. These methods

have been recently reviewed (Johnsen and Brown, 1992; Step6nek, 1993).

Dynamic light scattering is particularly valuable for the investigation of changes

in macromolecular systems as long as the timescale of changes is of the order of

minutes or hours, and not seconds or lower (Harding, 1986). Finally, it is worth

pointing out that dynamic light scattering also provides a useful tool for monitoring

electrophoretic mobilities (Langley, 1992) and commercial instrumentation is

available for this purpose.

Sedimentation Velocity in the Analytical Ultracentrifuge

Combination of the sedimentation coefftcient, s, from sedimentation velocity

with the diffusion coefficient, D, from dynamic light scattering gives an absolute
value for the molar mass of a protein without assumptions over conformation. This

method for molar mass measurement was given by T. Svedberg (see Svedberg and

Pedersen, 1940).
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The basic principle of the technique is as follows: a solution of the protein is
placed in a specially designed sector-shaped cell with transparent end windows.

This in turn is placed in an appropriately balanced rotor and run in high vacuum at

the appropriate speed (typically = Jgg6g-60000rev/min for aprotein of molarmass

10000-100000 g/mol, lower speeds for largermolecules). A light sourcepositioned
below the rotor transmits light via a monochromator or filter through the solution
and a variety of optical components. The moving boundary can then be recorded
at appropriate time intervals on photographic frlm, on chart paper, or as digital

output fed directly into a PC. Measurement of the rate of the movement of the

boundary (per unit centrifugal field) enables evaluation of the sedimentation
coefficient. (For an introduction, see van Holde, 1985; for more detail, see two

recent books: Harding et al., 1992a; Schuster and Laue, 1994). There are three
principal optical systems which can be employed: (i) absorption optics (in the range
200-7OO nm), (ii) "Schlieren" refractive index gradient optics, and (iii) Rayleigh

interference optics. The simplest system is the absorption system and the only

commercially available analytical ultracentrifuge currently available is based

around this (we will describe the operation of this here). Use of the other optical

systems requires more specialized knowledge and the interested protein chemist

needs really to consult an expert.

LJse of an Analytical Ultracentrifuge with a Scanning Absorption Optics
Detection System and On-line Data Capture to a PC

Double sector cells are used with the solution (0.2-0.4 ml) in one sector and the

reference buffer or solvent in the other, the latter filled to a slightly higher level to
avoid complications caused by the signal coming from the solvent meniscus. The

scanning system subtracts the absorption of the reference buffer from the solution.

Electronic multiplexing allows multiple hole rotors to be used so that samples can
be run several at a time.

In Figure 3a, examples of sedimenting boundaries recorded using absorption
optics are shown. Fig 3a (top) is for a highly purified preparation of an enzyme
(methylmalonyl mutase). Fig. 3a (lower) is for a heterogeneous preparation of a

DNA-binding protein (Pfl) with a macromolecular component and a fast moving
aggregate; the virtue of the technique for assaying the purity of a preparation
(number and asymmetry of boundary/ boundaries for a given scan) can be directly
seen. Although commercial software is available for identifying the center of the
sedimenting boundary (strictly the "second moment" of the boundary is more
appropriate; practically there is no real difference), in practice the simplest way is
(i) to plot out the boundaries (recorded at appropriate time intervals) using a high
resolution printer or plotter and to graphically draw a line through the user-identi-
fied boundary centers and then (ii) use a graphics tablet to recapture the central
boundary positions as a function of radial position. Computer routines such as
XLA-VEL (Crilfen and Harding, unpublished) yield the sedimentation coefficient
and a correction to the loading concentration for average radial dilution during the

283
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run (caused by the sector shape ofthe cell channels). Other routines are available
based on the total concentration distribution such as SVEDBERG (Philo, 1994) and
measurement of the apparent distribution of sedimentation coeffrcients, g(s) such
as DCDT (Stafford, 1992).The sedimentation coeffrcient, s, equals rate of move-
ment of boundary/ unit centrifugal field, that is

s = (dr/dt)/ro2r (7)

where r is the radial position of the boundary at time t and or is the angular velocity
in rads/sec (= rpm x 2ttl60). For a small globular protein of sedimentation coeffi-
cient of about 2 Svedbergs (S, where I S = 10-13sec), a rotor speed of50000 rpm
will give a measurable set of optical records after some hours. For larger protein
systems (e.g. l25 globulins or 30S ribosomes) speeds of <30000 rpm are appropri-
ate. The standard temperature at which sedimentation coefficients are quoted is now
20.0 "C (sometimes 25.0 "C). If the protein is thermally unstable, temperatures
down to around 4oC can be used without difficulty. The concentration used depends
on the extinction coefficient of the protein. The lower the protein concentration the
better, since it minimizes problems of nonideality. For proteins of average extinc-
tion at 280 nm (=500 ml g-r cm-r), concentrations as low as 0.2 mg/ml are possible
with the standard 12 mm optical path length cells. This limit can be pushed even
lower if the peptide bond wavelength is used (210-230 nm) and the buffer is
transparent. For absorbances greater than 3, shorter path length cells need to be

employed instead (minimum = 3 mm: below this, cell window problems become
significant), or "off-maximum" wavelengths used (with caution), or more desirably,
a different optical system used (interference or Schlieren). For each concentration
used, the sedimentation coefficient, s, is corrected to standard conditions of buff-
erlsolvent density and viscosity (water at 20.0'C):

sr,* = s.{q/qzo,*}'{(1-upzo,*)/(1-vp)} (8)

where p is the density of the solvent. Knowledge of a parameter known as the
"partial specific volume", V (essentially the reciprocal of the anhydrous macro-
molecular density), is needed; this can usually be obtained for proteins from amino
acid composition data (Perkins, 1986) or measured with a precision density meter
(Iftatky et al., 1973). Typically, t = 0.73rnllg for proteins.

Extrapolation to Zero Concentration

As with D2o.*,S20.* is plotted versus c (the latter corrected for radial dilution) and
extrapolated (usually linearly) to zero concentration (Figure 3b) to give aparameter,
s!0,*, which can be directly related to the frictional properties of the macromolecule
(the so-called "frictional ratio") and from which size and shape information can be
inferred. (If the protein is very asymmetric or solvated, plotting l/sro,* versus c
generally gives a more useful extrapolation). The downward slope of a plot of sro.*
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Figure 3. sedimentation velocity in the analytical ultracentrifuge using scanning
absorption optics. (a) Sedimentation ,,diagrams,,, Methylmaloiyl mut"ase, c=0.2
mgiml. Monochromator wavelength = 29s nm; scan interval 9 min, rotor speed 44000
rev/min, temperature = 2o.o oC, measured srn = (7.14+0.04)s. (b) sedimentation
diagrams, cene 5 DNA binding protein, c= oi"milml. Monochromator wavelengh
=n278 nm; scan interval 8 min, rotor speed 40000 rev/min, temperature = 2O.O "C,
tiq,* = (35-5tl .4)S (faster boundary) and (2.6+0.1)S (slower boundary). (c) Sedimen-
j1,1l: ^.":-fl.ient 

sro,* versus concentration plot for an antibody (rat lgE). ,30,* =
(7.9210.06)S
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versus concentration is a result of nonideality behavior and is characterized by the
"Gralen" parameter k. in the equation

Szo.* = S3o.* (l - krc) (9)

k., which depends on nonideality effects of the system, will depend on the size,
shape, and charge on the protein. If the solvent used is of a sufficient ionic strength,
I, then these charge effects can be suppressed.

The molar mass, M, can then be found by combination of s!0,* with D!0,* using
the Svedberg equation (Svedberg and Pedersen, 1940):

M = { r30,./D80,* }. {RT(l-vpzo,*) } (10)

An accurate estimate for V as described above is normally required, because, for
proteins, errors are triplified; for example, an error of +lVo in V results in an error
of +3Vo in M. This means that care has to be made if the protein is glycosylated
since the V of carbohydrate is typically = 0.6 mVg.

For a heterogeneous system, s!0,* will be a weight average and D!0,* will be a
z-average; the M calculated will also be a weight average (Pusey, 1974) thus
distinguishing it from molar mass obtained by osmometry (see Tombs and Pea-
cocke,1974), which yields a number average.

A further estimate can be obtained by combining s!0,* simply with k, (Rowe,
1977)'

M = (6nqro.*r30.*)t'' {(3v)/an).tG.lzv) - (vr/v)l }05 ( 1 1 )

where v, is a specific volume allowing for hydration of the protein, and since the
ratio (vs/V) is usually small in comparison with (k./2V), an approximate estimate
normally suffrces. This method has given reliable values for standard protein
molecules of known molar mass (Rowe, 197-l). k" itself is a valuable parameter for
shape measurement as is discussed below. The form of the concentration depend-
ence can also be used as an assay for self-associating systems (Rowe, 1977),
although sedimentation equilibrium methods (see below) are usually superior.

Sedimentation Equ il ibrium

The "sedimentation-diffusion" method (Equation 10) for giving molar mass,
although absolute, is rather inconvenient in requiring two sets of measurements. A
simpler method is to use the analytical ultracentrifuge by itself with the technique
known as sedimentation equilibrium, and it is probably the method of choice for
molar mass determination of intact protein assemblies and particularly for the
investigation of interacting systems of proteins (Schachman, 1989). The same
instrument and optical system(s) for sedimentation velocity are used, the principal
differences being (i) the much lower rotor speeds employed, (ii) the longer run
times, and (iii) the shorter solution (and buffer) columns in the ultracentrifuge
cell-hence the smaller amount of material required.
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Sedimentation equilibrium, unlike sedimentation velocity, gel filtration, and
dynamic light scattering, is not a transport method. In a sedimentation equilibrium
experiment, the rotor speed is chosen to be low enough so that the forces of
sedimentation and diffusion on the macromolecular solute become comparable
allowing an equilibrium distribution of solute to be attained. This equilibrium can
be established after a period of 2 to 96 hours depending on the macromolecule, the
solvent, and the run conditions. Since there is no net transport of solute at
equilibrium, the recording and analysis of the final equilibrium distribution (Figure
4) will give an absolute estimate for the molar mass and associated parameters since
frictional (i.e., shape) effects are not involved.

In this description, we again, for simplicity, refer only to the absorption system,
because of its simplicity and availability, for recording the distribution of solute in
the ultracentrifuge cell-this time an equilibrium distribution. The most accurate
method is in fact the interference system, but this requires considerable more
expertise to operate correctly (the reader is referred to references Van Holde, 1 985;
Harding et al., 1992a; Schuster and Laue, 1994.) The concentration and volume
requirements for the macromolecular solute depend more critically, compared to
sedimentation velocity, on the extinction coeffrcient of the protein. Like sedimen-
tation velocity and dynamic light scattering, the lower the protein concentration the
better, since it minimizes problems of thermodynamic nonideality. At higher
concentrations (necessary if possible associative phenomena are being investigated
- such as at the concentrations used for NMR measurements). the limitation is the
Lambert Beer law. The proportionality c * absorbance (A) fails above absorbances
of about 1.4 to 1.5. For concentrations of 1 mg/ml and above, shorter path length
cells need to be employed or an ultracentrifuge with Schlieren optics employed.
Volume requirements are lower than for sedimentation velocity: generally 0.1 to
0.2 ml. The longer the column, the greater the precision and the more information
that can be extracted. The shorter the column, the quicker equilibrium can be
reached. Experimental times can be long. For molecules of M<10000, <24 h arc
required; large, slower diffusing molecules take 48 to72h, although for the latter,
time to equilibrium can be decreased by initial "overspeeding", that is, running at
higher speed for a few hours before setting to the final equilibrium speed. It may,
in some applications, be desirable to use shorter columns (as low as 0.5 mm);
although the accuracy of the molar masses will be lower, this "short column"
method offers the advantage of fast equilibrium (few hours) (Correia and Yphantis,
1992), which may be important if many samples need to be run and/or the
macromolecule is relatively stable. As with sedimentation velocity, a temperature
of 4 oC can be used without difficulty.

If scanning absorption optics are used, equilibrium patterns such as in Figure 4
can be read directly into an attached PC. As with sedimentation velocity, cells can
be run multiply in multihole rotors and electronically multiplexed. In addition,
special multichannel cells containing three solution/solvent pairs can be used, and
this is illustrated in Figure 4. So for a four-hole ultracentrifuge rotor (with t hole
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needed for the counteqpoise with reference slits for calibrating radial positions in
the cell), nine solutions can be run simultaneously.

Before interpretation in terms of molar mass, a baseline is normally required.
After the final equilibrium pattern has been recorded (equilibrium checked by
comparing scans separated by a few hours), the rotor is run for a short time at a
higher speed (up to 60000 rev/min or the upper limit for a particular centerpiece)
to deplete the solution-or at least the meniscus region-of solute: the residual
absorbance gives the baseline correction (absorbance of nonmacromolecular spe-
cies). This is not so easy with small proteins whose equilibrium speed will be quite

Radius, r (cm)

Figure4. Sedimentation equil ibrium profi les for p-lactoglobulin B. Absorption optics,
wavelength = 280 nm. Rotor speed = 15000 rev/min, temperature = 20.0.C. A
multichannel cell ( l2 mm optical path length) was used allowing three solution/sol-
vent  pai rs  wi th =0.12 ml  in  solvent  channels,  =0.10 ml  in  solut ion channels.  Inner
profi le: loading concentration c = 0.1 m/ml; middle:O.2 mg/ml; outer = 0.3 mg/ml.
Because of restrictions from the Lambert-Beer law, with the outer channel, only
absorbances <1.5 could be used. This diff iculty could be offset by using a higher
wavelength. With the inner channel, the signal could be increased by using far-uv
opt ics (210-230 nm).
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high anyway: careful dialysis of solution versus the reference solvent before the
run (and use of the dialysate as reference) may be necessary.

The average slope of a plot of ln A versus r2, the square of the radial distance
from the center of the rotor, will yield the molar mass:

M = (dlnA/drz1xZFttt1t - up) co2 (t2)

At finite concentrations, this will be an apparent molar mass (because of the effects
of thermodynamic nonideality; see below), but for macromolecular systems of M<
100,000 g/mol in aqueous solvents of reasonable ionic strength (0.05 M and above),
these effects are small at loading concentrations of 0.5 mg/ml and less: in these
cases, it is reasonable to assume M = M*.uoo.

If the protein solution is heterogeneous (Containing interacting or noninteracting
species of different molar mass), then the plot of ln A versus r2 will be curved
upwards. This situation occurs with self-associating systems and heavily glycosy-
lated protein systems such as mucus glycoproteins. In this case, the data can be
treated in one of two ways: (i) an average slope is obtained. This yields, as with
equation 12, the weight average molar mass, M*. For strongly curving systems or
for systems where the cell base is not clearly defined, a procedure that uses a
function known as M' (creeth and Harding, 1982; Harding et at., lgg2b)is useful
for this purpose; (ii) local slopes using a sliding strip procedure (Teller, 1973) along
the ln A versus r2 curve can be obtained to give what is called apparent .,point"
weight average molar masses, M*,uoo(r), as function of either radial position (or the
equivalent local concentration or absorbance). This procedure is pariicularly useful
for the investigation ofself-association phenomena and other types ofheterogeneity
and also provides a method for extracting the z-average molar mass:

M,,uoo = { M*Gu).A(rJ - M*(r").A(r,) }/[A(ro)-A(r") J (  l3 )

where (ru, 16) are the radial positions of the solution meniscus and cell base
respectively, und Mr,uoo -) M, as the concentration (in absorbance units, A) -+
0.

, 
The ratio MA4* can be used as an index of the heterogeneity of the sample, and,

for noninteracting systems, is a measure of the inherent polydispersity of a system;
this is particularly relevant to the study of heavily glycosylated systems, for
example.

If the system is self-associating or involved in "heterologous" association (i.e.,
complex formation phenomena), then either the A(r) versus r plot (Figure 5a), the
M*,"pp(r) versus A(r) plot, or a plot of M*uoo versus c for different loading
concentrations, c, can be used to assay for the itoichiometry and strength of an
interaction. There are several commercial software packages available: see ccilfen
et al' (1997). Assays are also available fordistinguishing between a self-association
from noninteracting mixtures (Roark and yphantis, 1969).
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Figure 5. Analysis of sedimentation equil ibrium data self-association analysis. (a)
Self-association: Absorbance A(r) versus radial displacement (r) data for protein
disulphide isomerase (PDl). Rotor speed = 12000 rpm, temperature = 4 oC, loading
concentration, c = 0.4 mglml. Line fitted is for a reversible ideal dimerization,
dissociation constant, Ka = 180 pM (from Darby et al., 1997). (b) Thermodynamic
nonideality: Plot of the reciprocal point (apparen0 average molar mass M*,.00.(r) as a
function of radial position, r, versus concentration, c(r), for turnip-yellow mbsaic virus
(TYMV) . M* (from extrapolation to zero concentration) = (5.g 10.2) x 106 g/mol.
Adapted from Harding and.lohnson (19S5).
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For larger macromolecules (M > 100000) such as protein assemblies and heavily

glycosylated systems and/or for more concentrated solutions, nonideality (through

macromolecular exclusion and any unsuppresed charge effects) may become sig-

nificant, and this will tend to cause downward curvature in the ln A versus r2 plots:

this can often obscure heterogeneity phenomena and the two effects (nonideality

and heterogeneity can occasionally cancel to give a linear plot that can be mislead-

ing, a problem that can be avoided by running at more than one loading concentra-

tion). If the solution is not significantly heterogeneous, then a simple extrapolation

from a single experiment of point (apparent) molar mass to zero concentration
(absorbance) can be made in order to give the infinite dilution "ideal" value (in

general, reciprocals are usually plotted; see Figure 5b). Alternatively, several

sedimentation equilibrium experiments performed at different loading concentra-

tions, c, and extrapolation of "whole cell" molar masses M*,uoo to zero concentra-

tion are necessary.
Insofar as modern computing packages are concerned, software currently avail-

able from the commercial manufacturer tends to require an assumed model prior

to the analysis (ideal monomer, self-association, nonideal self-association, etc.). We

find a general package, of use that does not require assumed models. This is MSTAR

(Harding et al., 1992b), now available for PC (Cdlfen and Harding, 1997). This

program evaluates M*uoo (using the M* function), M*,upp(r) versus r or A-, and also

M,,upp(r), if the data is 6i suffrciently high quality. After these model independent

analyies have been performed, resort can then be made to the more specialized

packages (self-association, polydispersity, etc. )'

SHAPE MEASUREMENT

Hydrodynamic methods provide a relatively quick method to acquire average

or "gross" conformation information about proteins and protein assemblies, and

in some cases to give rather detailed representations, as for example for T-even

bacteriophages and antibodies. Limited flexibility information is also possible.

Although such information may seem to be "low-resolution" compared to the

information possible from the powerful structural probes of x-ray crystal-

lography and high-resolution NMR, it should be borne in mind that the latter

are sometimes not applicable for the following reasons: (i) high enough aggre-

gation-free concentrations necessary for high-resolution NMR may not be

attainable for a given protein system or assembly; (ii) the protein or protein

assembly may not be crystallizable, or molecular flexibility effects may obscure

attempts to interpret electron density maps: the latter is the reason why crystal-

lographers have had considerable difficulty in evaluating the structure of intact,

immunologically active antibody molecules'
In both these cases, hydrodynamic methods are particularly valuable (i) to

monitor possible associative behavior at higher concentration (using any of the

techniques above, particularly sedimentation velocity and equilibrium) and (ii) to

291
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provide conformation information of the protein or protein assembly in in-vivo
solution conditions; this can be either in terms of an overall shape or in terms of
refinement of a crystal structure of a protein or electron microscopic structure of a
protein assembly (arrangement of subunits). A good example is the case of anti-
bodies with a useful early attempt made by Gregory and colleagues (1987).

Model l ing Strategies:  Spheres,  El l ipsoids,  Beads,  and Bends

Hydrodynamic representation of protein shape is in terms of models thatprogress
in sophistication from a sphere to bead models (Figure 6). The simplest is the
equivalent hydrodynamic (or "Stokes") sphere, of radius rs (cf. equation 6). The
next step toward better representation is the ellipsoid of revolution, an ellipsoid with
two equal axes of which there are two: the prolate ellipsoid (cigar shape) with two
equal minor axes and the oblate ellipsoid (discoid) with two equal major axes, both
characterized by the axial ratio a./b with the semiaxes aZb. In the limit of u>b, the
prolate becomes a rod and the oblate a disc. The next step in sophistication is the
general triaxial ellipsoid of semiaxes a > b > c and axial ratios { a/b, b/c }, which in
the limits go to spheres {alb = l; blc = | }, oblate ellipsoids lalb=l }, and prolate
ellipsoids {b/c=l}, the latter two going to discs and rods respectively. Another
extreme of the general ellipsoid is the tape (a >> b >> c). The final degree of
sophistication is the bead model: many macromolecules such as antibodies and
multisubunit proteins are difficult to represent by symmetric shapes like ellipsoids.

(a)

Figure 6, Hydrodynamic models for conformation. (a) Ell ipsoids of revolution
(adapted from Tanford, 1961). (b) Generaltriaxial ell ipsoids. (c) Bead models. (r) T-even
bacteriophage in slow(s) and fast(f) forms (s!0.* = 710S and 10205, respectively).
Modelled on sedimentation and diffusion coefficient data. From Carcia de la Torre
(l989). (ir) C1 complex from the complement systern. Modelled on sedimentation
coefficient and R*data. From Perkins (1 989). (iir) Cyclic AMP receptor associated with
BO-bp DNA. Only maximum bending of the DNA reproduces the measured rotational
diffusion decay constant (from electric dichroism decay). From Prirschke and An-
tosiewicz (1989).
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Figure 6. Continued

Bead modelling (arrays of touching or overlapping spheres) allows very sophisti-

cated shapes to be represented. A successful variant ofthis is bead-shell modelling,

where the surface of the macromolecule is represented by beads. Filling strategies,

however, such as those based on crystallographic coordinates, have sadly been

shown (Carrasco, 1998) to be unreliable'
As the degree of sophistication increases, the uniqueness problem also increases.

What this means is that a model may be consistent with a particular measured

hydrodynamic parameter such as a sedimentation coefficient s!0,* or a radius of

gyration R, (from solution x-ray scattering or light scattering; see, for example, Van

Holde, tlSl5; Uut so may other models. For example, a value for the sedimentation

coefftcient can corespon d to one equivalent sphere, fwo ellipsoids of revolution, a

line solution of triaxial ellipsoids, and almost an infinity of bead models. There is

8?
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a further problem from ellipsoids upward: hydration or the degree of buffer/solvent
associated with (chemically bound or physically entrapped) by the protein - which
also contributes to s!0,* among other things and has to be "ith". -"uru.ed separately,
assumed, or eliminated by combination of measurements. As the degree of sophis-
tication in the model increases, there is a greater need for independent measure_
ments (two for ellipsoids of revolution, three for triaxial ellipsoids to give a"unique" answer). Bead modelling^, normally performed with at least two hydrody-
namic measurements (popularly j8o,* o, D!0,* and R, , although rotational probes
have been used; Antosiewicz and pcirschk., tisg; p6ti"hke andlntosiewicz, l9g9)
is best used to refine a structure from crystallography or to select between certaln
plausible structures. A further refinement to bead modelling is in the modelling of
molecular flexibility, the bending or "segmental 

flexibility" in the molecules.
Details of this and its application to flexibility phenomena irmyosin can be found
in Garcia de la Torre (1989), Garcia de la Tone and Bloomfieti ltolls; Garcia de
la Torre (1992), and Garcia de la Torre (rgg4). Finally, bead ani bead-shell
strategies have been developed based on shape alone, without the ambisuities
caused by size (Garcia de la Torre et al.. 1997).

Intrinsic Viscosity

The simplest hydrodynamic conformation measurement is the intrinsic viscosity.
The classical reference on the theory and practice ofprotein viscometry is an article
by J.T. Yang (1961). A more recent effort has been written by the piesent author
(Harding, 1997). The viscosity of an aqueous solvent will be increased by the
addition of a macromolecular solute to an extent depending on (i) the concentration,
(ii) the size (including the degree of hydration), ana (iii) the shape. Increased
concentration, size, and shape all increase the viscosity of a solution.

viscosity measurements on proteins in dilute solution are normally performed in
a capillary (or "ostwald") viscometer with the flow time unde. g.auity (between
two reference points) of the solution (t) compared to that of the sotvent 1t"y, although
differential microviscometers based on a pressure imbalance princifte appear
highly promising (Haney, 1985).

with conventional capilrary viscometers, pumping of liquid and timing is now
usually done automatically, employing photodetectors (using, for example, a
Schcitt-Gerdte (Hofheim, Germany) system) and because viscJsity is a sensitive
function of temperature, a water bath is required with the temperature controlled
and measured to within t 0.005 oc. From the flow times (averaged over consistent
measurements), the relative viscosity is 11, obtained from

rl,= (t/t).(p/po) (r4)
with (p/pJ the ratio of the solution to solvent density. This can be measured
separately for each concentration using a precision density meter (Kratky et al.,
1973; Rowe, 1978),butmoreconvenientlythiscanbeavoidedifweuseakinematic
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relative viscosity Tl', = (yto) and use a correction factor in the data analysis (see

below) (Thnford, 1955).
A (kinematic) reduced specific viscosity is then defined

tl'r.o- (t'l'r- 1)/c (1s)

so if c is in g/rnl, I'."0 is in mVg. To eliminate nonideality effects, l'l'r"6 is measured
at a series of concentrations and extrapolated to zero concentration to yield the
(kinematic) intrinsic viscosity I11'] which can then be corrected for density to give

the ("dynamic") intrinsic viscosity [ 4 ].

[n] = {(1 -Vp")/p"} + [ n'] (16)

The shape parameter, known as the "viscosity increment" v (see for example,

Tanford, 1961; Harding, 1995) is obtained from

y = [ q ]  / v , (r7)

where vr(ml/g), the "swollen specific volume", is the volume of the "hydrated"

protein per unit mass of dry protein and is related to the partial specific volume v

by v, = v + (5/p"), where 6 (sometimes symbol "w") is known as the "hydration",

the number of grams of solvent bound per gram of dry protein. Or, in terms of
protein volume, V, v, = VNo/JvI where V (ml) is the (hydrated) volume of the protein

and No is Avogadro's number. Since v is the Einstein (1906, l9ll) 2.5 value for

spheres and since y = (4/3)nr3, the hydrodynamic radius can be found thus
providing an alternative procedure to dynamic light scattering for its measurement.
v has also been evaluated for prolate and oblate ellipsoid models. Although the

direct formulae are complicated (Harding, 1995), simple polynomial approxima-

tions that are accurate to +l%o are available (Harding and Ccilfen, 1995) and hence,
provided a value for v. (or 6) is known or assumed, the axial ratio a/b can be found.
The value typically taken for 6 for proteins is about 0.35 (: v,=l), although for
unconjugated proteins it can vary by about !l00%o, and for heavily glycosylated
proteins such as those from mucus secretions, 6 can be as high as about 70 (Harding

et al., 1983). (Caution has to be expressed when assigning a conformation from
viscosity data alone.) For triaxial ellipsoids, evaluation of v merely specifies a llne

solution of possible values of (a/b, b/c) between the extremes of prolate ellipsoid
(b/c = l) and oblate ellipsoid (a/b=l) (Figure 7). Besides an assumption over 6, a
further independent hydrodynamic measurement is necessary to provide a graphical

intersection with the v-line to specify (a/b,b/c) directly.

For the case of bead modelllng, computer programs are available such as HYDRO
(Garcia de la Torre et al., 1994) or the more recent size-independent SOLPRO
algorithm (Garcia de la Torre et al., 1991) for predicting u (or [q]) for a given

specified set of coordinates for the beads; this procedure can thus be used for

selecting which model gives the desired [q] (after assuming a value for 6). Because
of the uniqueness problems referred to above, for bead modelling the [q] data
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Truc (a./b, b/c) = (2.0,2.O)

P

2.s

alb
Figure 7, Plots of constant values (i.e., "l ine solutions") for v and P as a function of

thl two triaxial ell ipsoid axial ratios. Simulated data, for a hypothetical molecule of
"real" la/b,1o1gy =(2.0,2.0). Adapted from Harding and Rowe (1983). The intersection

is supposed to give a unique value for (alb;blc), although this particular choice of

shape functions gives too-shallow an intersection.

cannot be used in isolation but has to be combined with other hydrodynamic

measurements (e.g., sedimentation, diffusion, x-ray scattering, rotational diffusion,

etc.).

Sedimentation Velocity and Dynamic Light Scattering

The principal conformation parameter to come out of both these measurements

is known as the frictional ratio (f/f"). This is the ratio of the frictional coefhcient of

the protein to the frictional coeffrcient of a rigid spherical particle^ of the same

anhydrous mass and volume. This can be related to either tlo,* o. Dlo.* by

(f/f) = (v(l -npo)/Nn.6nqos!0,* ) (4nN^l3iLDtt3 (  l8 )

L)

. o 3

4 . 01 . 02 . 51 . 5

( le)

(see for example, Tanford, l96l; Harding, 1995) where, qo is the viscosity of water

at2O.O "C. In order to get shape information from equations 18 or 19, hrst of all a

rur (+nro\t '3 I(I/to)=*rrlTil) 
N
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function P (named in recognition of F. Perrin, who worked out the theory for the

frictional coefficients for ellipsoids) is defined:

p= (f/fo) . [(6/tp2o,*) + 1] 
- r/3 (20)

and then, similarly to viscometry, if 6 is known or assumed, P can be obtained. The
"Perrin function" P is analogous to the viscosity increment v, and the axial ratio

(a/b) for an ellipsoid of revolution can be found either by a rather complicated

expression involving an elliptic integral or by simple polynomial expansions

available for both prolate and oblate ellipsoids (Harding and Cijlfen, 1995). For

general triaxial ellipsoids, as with v, there is a line solution of possible values for

P (Figure 7). In principle, {a/b, b/c} can be found from the graphical intersection

but as is clear from Figure 7, this is too shallow to cope with any data error. Other

combinations involving these or other shape functions need to be employed.

Use of Concentration Dependence Parameters, Combined Shape

Functions, and the Radius of Gyration Rg

A simple way in principle to solving the hydration problem is to combine two

shape functions together in such a way that the experimental requirement for 5 or

v. is eliminated to give a combined "hydration-independent" shape function. The

simplest of these is known as the p-function and comes from combination of

equations 17 with 18 or 19 (see, for example, Tanford, 1961;Van Holde, 1985;

Harding, 1995). This function is unfortunately highly insensitive to shape and of

very limited use for conformation analysis; in fact it has found more use as a

quasi-constant parameter for enabling M to be calculated from [n] and s!0,* or

D!0,* (Yang, 196l). A more useful combination is [q] with k,, the concentration

dependence regression parameter from sedimentation velocity measurements (cf'

equation 9), provided the sedimentation measurements have been made in a buffer

of suffrcient ionic strength, I, to suppress charge effects. To an approximation,
(Rowe, 1992; Rowe, 1977) the ratio

R = {k, / [n] ]  =2( l  +PJ)lv (2r)

Another is a combination of the second thermodynamic virial coefficient, B (from

the concentration dependence of the apparent molar mass measurements using

sedimenration equilibrium), with [r1] to define the hydration-independent shape,

function fI (Harding, 1981; 1995).

rI = {2BM/[q] ] - f(z,D/{ tnlM} (22)

where the 2nd term on the RHS [a function of molecular charge or valency (Z) and

ionic strength (I)l goes to zero if the ionic strength is sufficient (normally > 0.3M).

As with v and P above, both R and lI are available as simple polynomial expansions

in terms of axial ratio a./b for ellipsoids of revolution (Harding and Ciilfen, 1995).

They are also available as line solutions for {a/b, b/c} for triaxial ellipsoids and of
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course have the advantage over t/and P of not requiring an assumption concerning

hydration for their measurement. Unfortunately, plotting R with II gives an equally

poor intersection as that shown in Figure 7. A better combination is lI with the

radius of gyration shape function G defined by (Harding, 1987)

6 = {(4nN6)/(3vM }2/3.R1 (23)

Rn derives from a light scattering (or x-ray or neutron scattering) measurement, and

if the surface (aq.) solvent on the protein is to a good approximation indistinguish-

able from surrounding solvent, and if the protein is not internally swollen through

hydration, the specific volume term in equation 23 refers to the anhydrous protein

(v = V) and no assumed value for the hydration is required. G also has a line solution

for triaxial ellipsoids, but graphical combination of G with fI does give a reasonable

intersection and has been used to investigate the overall conformation of myosin in

solution (Harding, 1987).
Insofar as bead modelling is concerned, Rn (i.e., G) from x-ray and neutron

scattering and s!0,* (or P) have been used witiin the limitations referred to above

with the earlier modelling program TRV (Garcia de la Tone, 1989) to distinguish

plausible conformations for antibody models (Gregory et al., 1987) and has been

used to show these molecules are clearly not coplanar as sometimes rather mislead-

ingly depicted in textbooks. R, with s!0,* has been used to select appropriate

models for the complement system (Perkins, 1989) (see Figure 6) and a combina-

tion of D!0,* and s!0,* used to model the self-assembly of T:even bacteriophages
(Garcia de la Torre, 1989; Garcia de la Torre and Bloomfield, 1977). R, combined

with [r1] and electrooptic data has been used to model the flexibility of regions of

myosin between the 52 head and low meromyosin (LMM) in terms of bending

energies (Iniesta et al., 1989; Garcia de la Tone, 1989).

Measurement and Use of Rotational Hydrodynamic Shape Functions:
Fluorescence Depolarization Decay

A protein in solution will be subject to Brownian rotational forces. The ease or

rate at which a protein rotates will depend on its size, shape, and hydration-in

common with the three factors that also determine rate of translational diffusion.

Therefore, if the size and hydration are known (or can be eliminated by combination

with another measurement), then measurement of the rotational diffusion property

can be used as another probe to measure shape. Although these measurements tend

to be more diffrcult, the incentive is that the shape functions so derived are more

sensitive functions of shape. The principal methods have been flourescence depo-

larization, electro-optics and, more recently, nuclear magnetic resonance (Garcia

de la Torre et al., 1998).
The most popular rotational diffusion probe is fluorescence depolarization (We-

ber, 1952; Van Holde, 1985). With the fluorescence depolarization method, fluo-

rescent light emanating from a stimulated (by polarized light at the appropriate
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wavelength) protein with a suitable fluorescent chromophore (either intrinsic-
tryptophan, or synthetically attached) will be plane polarized. As the proteins rotate
under rotational Brownian forces, the degree of polarization will decay at a rate
dependent on the speed of rotation of the molecules. Detectors fitted with polarizers
are used to measure the intensity of light parallel (Ir) and perpendicular (I,, ) to the
incident pulse and the anisotropy measured

A=(1 ,  - I r ) l ( 1 ,  +2 I r ) (24)

In the "steady-state method", the protein solution is continuously irradiated and
by making measurements of A in solutions at a variety of temperatures and
viscosities (usually with the addition of glycerol) and with knowledge of the
fluorescent lifetime of the chromophore, the harmonic mean relaxation time tn
(units: sec.) can be measured from extrapolating a plot of 1/A versus T/qo to T/qo
= 0 (Van Holde, 1985; Weber, 1952) 11" is the solvent viscosity at temperature T.
As with other hydrodynamic parameters, in principle, rn needs to be extrapolated
to zero concentration to eliminate any possible contributions from nonideality
effects.

To obtain shape information from tn, a ratio 1tn/r"l is defined (by analogy with
the Perrin P function) where

{'cr,!r ol = lkTrn)/(noV) (2s)
and where the volume of the protein V = v.M/}.{a.

To remove the requirement of knowledge of v, (i.e., hydration), {tnlro} is
combined with [q] to produce the hydration-independent parameter A (Harding,
1980, 1995; Harding and Rowe, 1982a).

A = v/{tr,/%} = (q"[r1JM) (NAkTrh) (26)

As with the other shape functions refened to above, simple polynomial equations
are available that relate A to the axial ratio of ellipsoids of revolution, and an
example of its application to the globular protein neurophysin can be found in
Rholam and Nicholas (1981). It is also available for triaxial ellipsoids, and a
graphical combination of A with R can be used to obtain {a/b, b/c} uniquely
(Harding and Rowe, 1982b). Indeed, this method has been used to confirm meas-
urements previously made using the ellipsoid of revolution model (Rholam and
Nicolas, 1981) that the dimerization of neurophysin clearly occurs through a
side-by-side as opposed to an end-to-end process (Figure 8). These latter references
also illustrate respectively the extraction of [q], k,, and tn (and hence R and A) for
a dimerizing system.

some words of caution: although fluorescence depolarization, along with other
rotational diffusion techniques, are particularly sensitive probes for conformation,
it should be stressed that particularly for synthetically attached fluorescent chro-
mophores, it must be established that there is no free rotation of the fluorescent
chromophore with respect to the rest of the molecule; also for proteins containing
more than one domain, segmental flexibility can obscure the shape measurement
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However, a significant recent advance has been the design of an instrument with
adequate shielding against such affects (pdrschke and obst, I 99 I ) to permit the use
of solvents at physiological ionic strengths. The application of electric birefrin-
gence methods to triaxial ellipsoid modelling can be found in Harding and Rowe
(1983) and to bead modelling in pcirschke and Antosiewicz (19g9). rinatty, nmr as
a route for obtaining time-resolved rotational relaxation time appears highly
promising (Garcia de la Torre et al., l99g).

Some Computer programs for Conformational Analysis

For ellipsoid modelling, the ELLIpS series of program for rhe pc (BASIC and
FORTRAN)havebeendeveloped(Hardingandccilfen, rgg5;Harding etal.,1997).
ELLIPSI evaluates the axial ratio a,/b for prolate and oblate elfpsoids for a
user-specified value for a hydrodynamic parameter and is based on polynomial
approximations to the full hydrodynamic equations: accuracy of this appioximation
is normally well within the precision of the measurement. ELLIps2 uses the full
hydrodynamic equations for general triaxial ellipsoids to specify the set ofhydro-
dynamic parameters for any given value of the axial ratios {a/b, ulc1. eLLms: ana
ELLIPS4 do the reverse procedure using a variety of graphical combinations of
hydration-independent triaxial shape functions (cf. Figures 1 and 4). Elsewhere, the
routine soLPRo (Garcia de la Torre et al., l99i,l99g) is particularly useful for
the application of bead models.
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Figure B. Triaxial ell ipsoid gross conformation evaluations for (a) neurophysin mono-

mers and (b) neurophysin d'r"mers' Plots of constant values for A and R "l ine solutions"

in the {a/b, b/c} plane. To perform these analyses' knowledge of three hydrodynamic

parameters (for monomer and dimer) is required: [n] (intrinsic viscosity), t6 (from

steady-state fluorescence depolarization), and k, (from sedimentation velocity)' Mono-

mers: {a/b, blcl = @,1); olt"" ' la/b, t>lcl = () '8' 2' l:D' Redrawn and adapted from

Harding and Rowe (1982b).

(JohnsonandMihalyi, lg65);finally,inthesteady-statemethoddescribedabove'
theuseofsolventsofd i f fer ingTandr lmustcausenosigni f icantconformat ion
change.

The harmonic mean itself is a mean over different rotational relaxation modes of

theprotein,eachcontainingpotentialshapeinformation.Toresolvetheserequires
uput,"alightsource,time-resolvedmeasurements,andmathematicalalgorithms
f- ua"quui" deconvolution of the light source decay function and resolution of

multiexponential terms, a by no means simple task (see' for example' Han et al"

1989;LiveseyandBrochon,lg8g)'Electricbirefringence(ordichroism)decayis,
however, another attractive alternative to time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy

decaymeasurementssince,foragivenisotropicmonodisperseasymmetricscat-
terer, there arejusttwo exponentiai to resolve (Ridgeway' 1966)' A serious restric-

tion of electrooptical methods, however, has been the restriction to solutions of low

ionicstrengthsbecauseofheatingeffectscausedbythestrongelectricfieldsused.


